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CREATE SOMETHING
I like doing something more trying to create something
better than before.
You know I said that I like doing something more just
trying to create something.
Just let me know cause I’ll be waiting for ya, the only life
to live is one that will bring you tons of fun things.
Life of an artist can be hard to define, another reason to
look deep in your mind for what we’re hiding.
I like doing something more trying to create something
better than before.
You know I said that I like doing something more just
trying to create something.
It’s an energy release I can’t describe.
It fills my soul with freedom when I write the perfect line.
You got to feel emotion or it just seems benign.
Got to trust in the process until you perform it live.
At first I like it, then I hate it, so I write some more.
Then I scrap it, think it’s shit, kick it out the door.
Then it hit me, now I know it’s finally on my mind.
Now I love it, thank my muse, time to track the line.
I like doing something more trying to create something
better than before.
You know I said that I like doing something more just
trying to create something.
All my brothers and sisters of the world. I encourage you
to live your life creatively with dignity and self love. Take
your anxiety and all your hardships and use it to create
something.
I like doing something more trying to create something
better than before.
You know I said that I like doing something more just
trying to create something.

WAR OF LOVE
Ask yourself if you know who you are before you go and
take her side now. This feeling inside is bizarre, I try to
find the spark to ignite the fire light, the love inside us,
it’s time to focus on what is meant to be.

(Maybe it’s my head) maybe it’s my head that bears the space
for the soul, the words and a melody.
(Maybes she’s lying) maybe she’s lying and had enough.
(She kept denying) she kept denying that all the things
that were said was distance sensibility.
(I’m tired of fighting) I’m tired of fighting the war of love,
the war of love.
Every time I think about you and wondering where your
life’s gone and how you been. I kind of got lost in the Real
for a bit, to focus on my life. Yeah what comes around, yes it
goes around. But no one took control, and no one ever found
all the moments that you need for the love. You know, that
real kind of love.
(Maybe it’s my head) maybe it’s my head that bears the space
for the soul, the words and a melody.
(Maybes she’s lying) maybe she’s lying and had enough.
(She kept denying) she kept denying that all the things
that were said was distance sensibility .
(I’m tired of fighting) I’m tired of fighting the war of love,
the war of love.

I kind of got fools brain, but I’m not sad about it. I
don’t see her chasing over the hills or valleys. I’m
after my dream now, I don’t need no hard distraction. I
can now feel like nobody is around me, nobody is
around me.
(Maybe it’s my head) maybe it’s my head that bears the
space for the soul, the words and a melody.
(Maybes she’s lying) maybe she’s lying and had enough.
(She kept denying) she kept denying that all the things
that were said was distance sensibility.
(I’m tired of fighting) I’m tired of fighting the war of
love, the war of love.

HEALTHY DOSE
You’re addicted to your phone. Sticking to the plan but
need a healthier dose. You see the love, but feel alone.
So shut your phone down and explore the unknown.
(Don’t be feeling down now) listen to the rhythm.
(If you’re feeling lonesome) learn the words and sing
em, every line. And every time you’re feeling happy
take a photo.
To remind yourself, that you got the wealth. When you
got your health, and now you broke the spell.
Other people seem to fake it, and no one really making
it. Seeing if the shoe fit, but they try to loosen it.
I’m like a blood hound sniffing for a sound.
Stop to write melody that brings you to the pound.
I’ll make you fall in love and give you lots of stuff,
Try and make you happy till you tell me that’s enough.
Just ignore all the fake things yeah .
It’s enough to drive you crazy.
I know it’s all designed to let us redefine the meaning
of a life to evolve.

Boy they really fucked it up this time, by starting up
a war and resisting . We’ll never fix what’s put in
place, I want to give it up.
It’s getting hard for us to live, we’re treated like a
bunch of kids. Millennial that’s got a grip. They are
leading us to run in circles forever.
Why can’t you see it? (The “ineffable” ending).
You’ve left our future world confused.
How can we beat it? (Our world is mending).
For all the youth to rebuild.

They’re looking at the finer things in life, while
building up a wall of distraction. The generations
blame the other side, constricting all the human
interaction. Most of them ignoring all the signs, our
sources are skewing perception. How can we fix what
was put in place? I want to give it up.
It’s getting hard for us to live, we’re treated like a
bunch of kids. Millennial that’s got a grip. They are
leading us to run in circles forever.
All we need are photographs and memories to remain,
we don’t want to cause a scene. Misguided youth who
have no future to maintain in a boomer economy.
When they try to justify the side,
dwelling on a world that they’re missing.
Telling you how you should live your life,
not knowing all the life that they’re missing.

GOT IT ALL

It’s time to take the day, show color to the gray. I got a
real good feeling somethings gonna come my way. Look
out, the sun is shining. Strutting the gold and
diamond. I won’t let this feeling go away.

All this attention is feeling great, but this paths too
familiar so I’ll seek another roadway. And now I’ve
learned from my mistakes, I far exceed the silly
stigma of the lonely stoner rat race.
I’ll always work the late shift, ride it like a
spaceship, you think I’m gonna stop it when the haters
try and say shit. Feeling like a champion, I’m flowing
like the wind. Organically I’ll share with you my
feeling that’s within.

Cause it’s time to shine, let your soul unwind. I don’t
think it ever felt so nice giving out my own advice.
You’re gonna get what you reach for.

The worst is over, the worst is done and over with.
There’s nothing you can say to make that change. We’re
Dwelling on the finer things in life, while building up on to the future. There’s nothing you can say to make
a wall of distraction. Generations blame the other
that change we’re onto the future.
side, constricting all the human interaction. Most of
them ignoring all the signs, our sources are skewing
If you’re down and you’re broken from calamity, and
perception. How can we fix what’s put in place? I want
you feel alone. I want to share with you my thoughts
to give it up.
on a remedy, to help and change your tone. If you’ve
been ghosted from your love, let’s restore your faith.
It’s getting hard for us to live, we’re treated like a
It’s a feeling sent from above that you want to save.
bunch of kids. Millennial that’s got a grip.
It’s getting hard for us to live, they don’t even have a
Cause it’s time to shine, let your soul unwind. I don’t
fuck to give. Millennial that’s got a grip.
think it ever felt so nice giving out my own advice.
You’re gonna get what you reach for.

LOSING IT (FEAT. THE ELOVATERS)
“Hey Mr. Sambo, it’s slow come perform for the summer.
I book a new room cause they shut down the other so,
grab your things and jam for a dollar. The people love
hanging when I don’t charge a cover so...”

I’m reluctant to accept this. I’m gonna drive a long
way, then gonna regret this. Jamming for some tips
ain’t too bad in perspective. But I’m gonna have to
landscape for some breakfast. I’m rolling high, smoke
a doink on the way. What’s the time? Oh my God I’m late.
Too many things going on in my brain. I think I’m
And remind yourself, that you got the wealth. When you losing it.
got your health, and now you broke the spell.
I think I’m losing it. (I’m losing it)
If you use it with a purpose, you’re not scrolling
through the shit that makes you nervous. You could
So I realize my mind is fine, experience a world that my
make a miracle with anything lyrical, people take you brain designed. Barely try the stars align. Elements
serious without acting satirical. Promote the things
clashing it at all ignites.
you love, eat the pie and all the crust. And know that
you’re enough even when the water is rough.
No way switch it up and I dig in. Little back beat for
the vibe, and we chillin. I remember cold ass nights no
And remind yourself, that you got the wealth. When you heat trying to make it. Miles on my back so I don’t
got your health, and now you broke the spell.
gotta to fake it. Get elevated it’s just what we did. We
changed up the name, so we changed up the script.
Ain’t gonna stop till we all sitting pretty, me and
BOOMER ECONOMY
Sambo rockin shows in the city.
All we need are photographs and memories to remain,
we don’t want to cause a scene. Misguided youth who
have no future to maintain in a boomer economy.

FUTURE

Smoother than a tuchus. The heads they overlook us.
The hustle never shook us. I’m relying on a ruckus.
People underestimate the life you can commemorate, if
you choose to relevate the questions you incarcerate.
Open up wide be a book, can you read? Can’t read your
mind, spill it out, our time to speak. Question your
philosophy the answers at your feet. Man I think I’m
losing it, don’t tell me how to be.
I think I’m losing it. (I’m losing it)
I need a little cash money just to get me to the next, in
a couple years I’ll be cashing them checks. Not trying
to intimidate or show you my flex. A positive, a
negative I’m gonna be the best. Baby line it up in a
single file. I’m taking my percentage but it’s gonna
take a while. Only making music cause it makes me
smile. I’m taking my percentage but they put me on
trial.
I think I’m losing it. (I’m losing it)

FEELING OF LOVE
The music has shown us (the feeling of love).
An energy around us (when times get rough).
The feeling is glorious (the feeling of love)
Knowing you’re victorious (when times get rough).
Walking around I’m kind of in a daze. Got to stop and find
another way. Out of luck I even tried to pray. The universe
is where I put my faith.
Close your eyes and meditate. Higher flight to another
place. Unify the human race. Help me find the love.
The music has shown us (the feeling of love).
An energy around us (when times get rough) .
That feeling is glorious (the feeling of love).
Knowing you’re victorious (when times get rough).

BEEF

The worst is over, the worst is done and over with.
There’s nothing you can say to make that change. We’re
on to the future. There’s nothing you can say to make
that change. We’re on to the future.

Stirring up a crowd right before they walk away, if they
don’t jive with the lyrics on the stage. What they're
missing is the beef from the groove of the bass, like a big
fat steak hot sauce on the plate.

The worst is over, the worst is done and over with.
There’s nothing you can say to make that change. We’re
on to the future. There’s nothing you can say to make
that change. We’re on to the future.

Baby I can feel it. It don’t matter if I can’t read it.
I can feel it. It doesn’t even matter if you steal it.
I can feel it. I think it’s time to dance, can you feel it?
I can feel it. Baby I can feel it.

FAR FROM FOREVER
Look out for the rain as it comes towards the lake.
Trying not to think of all the bad things, motivate
yourself in all the right ways. Look after one another,
tell her that you love her, even if you suffer for a
little while they buffer. And I don’t mean to sound
cliché along the way, you have to live your life the
fullest every day. But who am I to say?
All the pressure that’s given to the world before
knowing who we are. And for the record, it doesn’t even
matter cause we’re far from forever.
Forever makes you kind of anxious in the moment,
dwelling on the future building up but don’t know it.
You ask yourself “could you be that heroic?” But
hopefully forever’s understanding and stoic.
All the pressure that’s given to the world before
knowing who we are. And for the record, it doesn’t even
matter cause we’re far from forever. We’re far from
forever.
You won’t mature unless you feel some aggravation,
face your fears and have the awkward conversation. It
seems clear once you see the crystal vision, cause in
dreams it helps you make a hard decision.
All the pressure that’s given to the world before
knowing who we are. And for the record, it doesn’t even
matter because we’re far from forever. We’re far from
forever.

All songs written by Joe Samba except "Got It All" and
"War of Love" which were written by Joe Samba, David
Foral and Josh Barlow and "Losing It" which was
written by Joe Samba and Jackson Wetherbee.

If you wanna dance, now’s your chance to make this groove
a true romance. Everybody stand up, make some friends.
Everybody stir it up, stir it up.
If you wanna dance, now‘s your chance to make this groove
a true romance. Everybody stand up, make some friends.
Everybody stir it up, stir it up. If you wanna dance.
Shimmy shake it till you break it, gotta fake it till you
make it, tell me where you wanna take it, wanna be the one
to save it. Take a moment to relate it, better not got and
berate it. Take a move and recreate it, wanna dance you
gotta face it baby.
(Push) A little salt and pepper gives a kick and
(Push) House made grooves like gravy let's
(Push) I wanna get baked got the munchies from
(Kush) Now my belly full with the rhythm lets
(Push) Imma light you up with my lyrics. Stop and turn
your head I’ll attract you when you hear it. Now you’re
mine. Moving to the grooving when you see me. Shimmy
shimmy gimme, taking over. Mussolini.
If you wanna dance, now’s your chance to make this groove
a true romance. Everybody stand up, make some friends.
Everybody stir it up, stir it up.
If you wanna dance, now‘s your chance to make this groove
a true romance. Everybody stand up, make some friends.
Everybody stir it up, stir it up. If you wanna dance.
Take it in, let the rhythm get higher. Stir it up and get
what you desire. Oh, let the rhythm get higher. Stir it up,
stir it up yeah. Take it in, let the rhythm get higher. Stir
it up, stir it up yeah. Take it in, let the rhythm catch fire.
If you wanna dance, now’s your chance to make this groove
a true romance. Everybody stand up, make some friends.
Everybody stir it up, stir it up.
If you wanna dance, now‘s your chance to make this groove
a true romance. Everybody stand up, make some friends.
Everybody stir it up, stir it up. If you wanna dance.

I got it all, now it’s time to prove I’m not gonna fall.
You know I got it all, ain’t nothing wrong with feeling
confident. You know I got it all.
I try to search on the reg, for a taste of all the glory
from the work and not get spoon fed.
I’m older but I’m not dead, it’s time to go and I’m
ignoring the red.
I’m going to make them notice, now it started and you
can’t control this. You got a shake that thing in the
morning, you’re going after the world that you wanted.
I got it all, now it’s time to prove I’m not gonna fall.
You know I got it all, ain’t nothing wrong with feeling
confident. You know I got it all.
You know I got the weight of it all on the line.
Not sacrificing much cause my reputation’s fine. I’m
going to have to fight to show the world what’s mine.
It’s opposite of fading, now I’m operating. I’m on my
way.
I got it all, now it’s time to prove I’m not gonna fall.
You know I got it all, ain’t nothing wrong with feeling
confident. You know I got it all.

FOCUS
Have you ever felt so low, everything that’s gone wrong
sticks to your soul? Nobody to confide in. You’d rather
sink with the ship then ride it. You’re feeling sad
about nothing, over thinking every word your mouth
says. I’ll come around in the morning you keep telling
yourself. Mental health ain’t honest. You got a fucked
up feeling, don’t want it. I’ll feel better in the
morning you keep telling yourself.
There’s smiling faces everywhere, keep that close
when you think no one cares. Don’t make or break what
life‘s missing, take one breath focus on another thing.
Oo oo oo, yeah. Focus on another thing.
Counting down the seconds that I have in the morning.
Wanna get excited but think everything is boring. Try
to find a lover, but don’t have the mental storage. Damn
I need a therapist, somethings been messing with me.
Wish there was a warning sign, picking up pieces from
a broken mind. Still hitching for a decent ride, even
though I think at 1000 miles. Oh, I’m so low. It’s a sign
that I need to let go. I’m scared of the unknown. Take a
chance with the hope I will grow.
There’s people on the other side losing faith, wishing
that they had your life. So show them joy and let them
sing. Take one breath focus on another thing.
Oo oo oo, yeah. Focus on another thing.
Got to try and find my peace of mind, fortune. But the
negative notion of my brain took a toll on my soul.
Let it roll through. Now you’ve been assigned, some
don’t pass, but most to. Find a reason to forget about
trauma that was set along the way, it’ll go soon.

Oo oo oo, yeah. Focus on another thing.
Oo oo oo, yeah. Focus on another thing.

MAKING WAVES
What if you had the intuition before you even made a
wave? She reassured you that your heart is safe and
summer love awaits.
What if you had the conversation before you even said
the words. Another reason that we’ll have some faith
and trust the universe.
She’s the healer to tend my wounds, and I’ll be there
to listen to her blues. So we’ll be surfing the line real
soon, cause my baby makes waves.
What if you told her that you loved her before you
really got to meet? Would she tell you that she feels
the same, or think that you’re crazy?
Now usually I’ll take the safe road, but I don’t think
it’s a charade. Cause I’m just looking to make some
waves, in hopes to hear her say “you’re the one I’ve
been waiting for, faith within has brought you to my
door.” You think you’re less, but you’re so much more.
Oh my baby makes waves.
I’ve never had this feeling for another.
And evident attraction to each other.
It’s not a secret, I really mean it, leave it up to faith.
The water is looking better today, and this is how you
start making waves.
You got a problem that’s been weighing on your
conscience, I’ll stay and listen to interpret your
process. And I know you’d do the same for me, the
energy we bring builds us up, we’re a team.
I’m sure we’ll have our disagreements that are
crammed in, but I believe we’ll have a mutual
understanding. If we try to have that vibe for life,
we’ll be making waves and be surfing the line.

LOVE VOTIVE
The thing about depression, the kind that keeps your
mind awake. You feel the lack of motivation, and all
the emptiness at bay. A reflection of mine it messed
with my mind, I’m not the same. And I realize that I
need to find the love again.
But I don’t want to go deep, it’s a lot to give.
Everybody’s got their lives to live. I want to hold back,
so I’m forced to fib. Lord, I want to find my love votive.
It’s an awkward kind of feeling for the ones that know
you best. You wonder if there’ll be a meaning once you
get this off your chest. The time has arrived to accept
the life that seems a mess. The issue derived a moment
in time expecting less.
But I don’t want to go deep, it’s a lot to give.
Everybody’s got their lives to live. I want to hold back,
so I’m forced to fib. Lord, I want to find my love votive.
My love votive.
We’ve gotta have pain to regain control, all of my
tears make me sing with soul. I’ve gone through hell
just to know my role. It takes a dark cloud for the life
to grow. Your life will grow.
I don’t want to go deep, it’s a lot to give. Everybody’s
got their lives to live. I want to hold back, so I’m
forced to fib. Lord, I want to find my love votive.
My love votive.
We’ve gotta have pain to regain control, all of my
tears make me sing with soul. I’ve gone through hell
just to know my role. It takes a dark cloud for the life
to grow. Your life will grow.

Thank you to all of my fans, friends, and family.
Without the support from all of you, I don’t know if I
would have the courage or motivation to put out any of
this music. I owe it all to the people who believe in me,
my message, and my ability.
Thank you to my mother, Laurie Sambataro, and my
father, Jim Sambataro for encouraging me to follow my
passion.
Special thank you to the love of my life, Olivia
Lospennato for being my rock and support system
throughout this wild musical journey. I LOVE YOU!
*MUUAHHH*
Thank you to Steve Fields for being my right hand man
and travel buddy. To the moon! For we shall Fredrick!
Huge thank you to all the musicians who shared their
talent on this record. Quincy Medaglia, David Petti,
Mark King, Myles Sweeney, Andrew Riordan, Billy
Kottage, Alex Brander, Greg Nectow, and Stephen
Ambra.
Thank you to my team at Revelry Studios a.k.a The
Motivation Station! Matt Blanchette, Tyler Ayers, Kyle
Normandin, Jeremy Kingwill, Sarah Kruczynski, Ali
Morin. I LOVE YOU GUYS!
Thank you to my Key West Family, The Halligan
Family, Tyler Peak, DeeJay Peak, Charlie Thompson,
Madeline Paulich, Ike Kanakanui, and Amanda Powell
Thank you to Paul Milbury, Yesod Williams, Kaleo
Wassman, and Brett Bollinger at LAW records for all
the knowledge and support.
Thank you to Left Coast Sound for collaborating on Got
It All and War Of Love
And lastly, thank you to Crystal Bailey for the
beautiful artwork that captures the essence of this
record so perfectly.
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